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LINEAR MOMENTUM, KINETIC ENERGY, AND ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM. 

By E. B. WILSON, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

The MONTHLY for December, 1914, contains an interesting and important 
note by E. V. Huntington on uniplanar rigid motion in which it is pointed out 
that the relation between angular acceleration and moments of forces is incorrectly 
given in a number of texts and in which the correct relation is clearly exhibited. 
We may point out that the theorem on energy is also at fault in some books. 
For instance, in Smith and Longley's Theoretical Mechanics, page 234, we find 
that the kinletic energy of a lamina moving in its own plane is the sum of two 
terms: 

K. E. = IMV02 + 1IOC2, (A) 

where vo is the speed of any point of the lamina, Io the moment of inertia of the 
lamina about that point, and w the angular velocity which is the same about 
all points. 

This remarkably untrue result is of course "proved," not merely stated. 
The error is more grievous than that on the angular acceleration, because to 
err in a first order effect (a velocity) is far less excusable than to err in a second 
order effect (an acceleration). The knowledge that plane motion is kinematically 
a composite of rotational velocity about any point and a translational velocity 
of that point is so ingrained in the minds of some persons that they do not 
recognize that dynamically the composition is invalid. It is not that the right 
results are any harder to prove than the wrong ones; it is merely evidence in 
high quarters of the same sort of intellectual inattention that leads the sopho- 
more or junior to "solve" all problems in rectilinear motion by his familiar 
formulas for uniform motion, however much the motion may be irregular. 

We propose to give, in as direct a manner as possible, a correct treatment of 
linear momentum, kinetic energy, and angular momentum, whether they be 
measured absolutely or relative to a moving origin. (There will be no reference 
to moving rotating axes, which introduce comparatively difficult and delicate 
considerations.) We shall use a minimum amount of vector analysis, following 
the notations of Gibbs, to avoid writing the equations for each component sepa- 
rately. Let us denote by 

r, absolute position of any point P, 
s, position of moving origin 0, 
r', position of P relative to 0, 

vz, absolute velocity of P, 
u, velocity of moving origin 0, 
Vz', velocity of P relative to 0. 

(Absolute position and velocity mean position and velocity referred to a fixed 
origin; we mean no metaphysics.) We then have the equations 

r = s+r', zV = u+ zv'. (1) 
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The second is the "parallelogram law" for compounding velocities; the first 
states that one vector side of a triangle is the sum of the other two sides as vectors. 

Linear Momentum. Let particles of mass mi (i = 1, 2, .. ) be situated at 
the points Pi. By definition the linear momenta of each individual mass and of 
the whole set of masses are respectively 

mizv and L. M. = mii. (2) 

To simplify the second of these statements we introduce an ideal point G, 
called the center of mass or the center of gravity, by the definition 

(mi)F= miri or Mi= mir, (3) 

where r is the absolute position of G, and M is the total mass of the system. 
If we differentiate with respect to the time and denote by zi the velocity of G, 
we have 

M = mivi = L. M. (4) 

We may therefore state 
THEOREM 1. The linear momentum of a system of particles is equal to the 

product of the mass of the system and the velocity of its center of gravity. 
By substitution of (1) in (2) and reduction we have 

L. M. = miv =E miu + Z mixv = Mu + miv/. 

Now Immvt' is the relative linear momentum, by definition. Hence 
THEOREM 2. The linear momentum of a system is the sum of the relative linear 

momentum and of the momentum of a mass equal to the total mass of the system 
moving with the point of reference. 

THEOREM 3. The relative linear momentum mixvi' is equal to MiO', the product 
of the mass and the relative velocity of the center of gravity. 

The proof of Theorem 3 is left to the reader. 
Kinetic Energy. By definition, the kinetic energies of each mass and of the 

whole set of masses are respectively 

lmivi2 and K. E. = Z1 )mv2, (5) 

it being agreed that by the square of a velocity we mean the square of its magni- 
tude, or, what amounts to the same thing, the scalar product of the vector 
velocity into itself,-thus v2 = V. V.1 

On substitution of (1) in (5) and reduction we find 

K. E. = 1 Em>j *t= 2Emi(u + vi'). (u + v') 

'The object of introducing the scalar product is to render the square of a vector which may 
be written as the sum of two vectors amenable to the ordinary distributive laws of multiplication; 
we may thereby avoid the use of the law of cosines. 
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=2 E miU 'U + miu * sit 2 z mivit 

Or 
K. E. = Mu2 + u.(Miot) + Z mivi 2, (6) 2 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2; 
when by Theorem 3 we have replaced 22mivi' by M-v'. 

THEOREM 4. The kinetic energy of a system is the sum of THREE terms: (a) the 
relative kinetic energy m2;vmji'2, (b) the kinetic energy of the whole mass located at 
the moving point of reference 1Mu2, (c) the product of the mass M by the scalar 
product u 0 i' of the velocity of the point of reference and the relative velocity of 
the center of gravity. 

The third term (c), which is Mu * ', vanishes only when: (a2) the point of 
reference 0 is (at least momentarily) at rest, or (O) the center of gravity is (at 
least momentarily) at rest relative to 0, or (,y) the velocity of the point 0 and 
the relative velocity of the center of gravity are perpendicular. 

To compute the kinetic energy of a rigid lamina we do not need to use Theorem 
4; we may apply the original definition (5). For if the lamina has a motion of 
pure translation (at the instant considered), we find by direct summation that 
K. E. = -MV2, where v is the velocity of any point; whereas if the lamina is 
rotating, the velocity of any point is rco in magnitude, r being the distance from 
the instantaneous center to the point, and we again can sum directly to find 
K. E. = 1ICC02, where Ic = Imir 2 is the moment of inertia with respect to the 
instantaneous center. 

In many cases it is desirable to express the kinetic energy of the lamina with 
respect to a point 0 fixed in the lamina. Then Theorem 4 is applicable, and the 
term (a) may be simplified by using r'co as the magnitude of v', the velocity 
relative to the fixed point. We have therefore 

K. E. = 2 Mu2 + Mu V i' + 1I02, (6') 

where I' = m2;iri'2 is the moment of inertia relative to the point 0. Moreover, 
if 0 be the angle between the directions u and r', the angle between u and U' is 
900 + 0, and as the magnitude of V' is r'co, we have 

K. E. = 1Mu2 -Mucor' sin 0 + 2IIIC2. (6") 

The kinetic energy consists of three terms and does not reduce to lMu2 + 2I'co2 
unless u = 0, co = 0, r' = 0, or sin 0 = 0. 

THEOREM 5. The proposition (A), that the kinetic energy of a lamina is the 
sum of two terms ?MV 2 + 1IoC2, representing the kinetic energy of translation and 
of rotation with reference to some point 0, as if kinematic resolution were dynamically 
right, is true for all points 0 upon the circle which at the instant considered contains 
the instantaneous center and the center of gravity as diametrically opposite points, 
and for no points not on this circle except when there is no rotation and the construction 
breaks down. 

This pretty little geometric result is probably not new, but I have no re- 
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membrance of having seen it. The proof, which follows immediately from our 
work just above, will be left to the reader. 

Example. Let a hoop of mass m, uniformly distributed, and of radius a be 
loaded at one point of the rim with a mass m'. Let the angular velocity be co, 
and the inclination of the radius from the center to m' be p (measured backward 
from the downward vertical). Find the kinetic energy. 

We may solve in three different ways: (a) by using the instantaneous center, 
(O by taking as point of reference the center of the hoop, ('y) by taking as point 
of reference the center of gravity. The details of the work will be left to the 
reader, who will find that the result obtained from (d) will check with the others 
only when three terms are used in the expression for the kinetic energy. 

The following are well-known propositions of kinematics in the case of rigid 
bodies in space: (a) motion about a fixed point is at each instant rotation about 
some axis through that point, (b) motion in general may be regarded as composed 
of translation of an arbitrary point fixed in the body and rotation about some 
axis through that point, (c) for all the points of the body the directions of the 
axes are the same, (d) there is one of these axes such that the translation of every 
point on it is along the axis. It is by this suite of theorems that we prove that 
kinematically the instantaneous motion of a rigid body is screw motion. 

Formula (6') for the kinetic energy of a lamina is equally true for a rigid body- 
provided I' denotes the moment of inertia about the instantaneous axis of rota- 
tion. No new proof is needed. The term Mu v', which must be added to 
the sum of the translatory and rotatory energies, will in general not vanish. It 
will vanish if the point of reference is the center of gravity or any point of the 
axis of the instantaneous screw (for then v' and u are perpendicular). Moreover, 
if u * ' vanishes for any point of the body, it will vanish for all points of the 
line through that point parallel to the axis of rotation (for u and v' do not vary 
from point to point of this line). Hence from Theorem 5 we may obtain 

THEOREM 6. The kinetic energy of a rigid body in space may be regarded as a 
sum of the translatory and rotatory energies when and only when the point of reference 
(fixed in the body) lies on a right circular cylinder passing through the axis of the 
instantaneous screw and having the center of gravity of the body upon the element 
diametrically opposite to that axis. 

Angular Momentum. By definition, the angular momenta of each mass and 
of the whole set of masses about a given fixed point F are respectively 

miri X vi and A. M. = miri X vi, (7) 

where r is the radius from the point F and r X v denotes the vector product of 
r into v.' The angular momentum is therefore a vector magnitude, since ri X v, 
is a vector perpendicular to the plane of ri and vz; but, as the direction of the 
vector is constant in plane motion, the angular momentum in the simple case of 
plane motion may be treated as a scalar quantity. 

1 The vector product is used to render the product of sums of vectors amenable to the dis- 
tributive laws and to avoid operating with sines. 
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We may substitute from (1) in (7) either for ri or for vi or for both. The 
substitution for vi alone does not seem interesting. The substitution for ri 
alone gives 

A. M. = Zmi(s+ri') X v = MsX v+ Zmiri'X vi. (8) 

The interpretation is that the angular momentum about a point F may be com- 
puted as the sum of the angular momentum about F of the whole linear momen- 
tum Mv considered as located at 0 and of the angular momentum about 0, 
but not relative to 0 (for the actual velocity vi remains). 

The substitution for both r and v gives 

A. M. = Zmi(s + ri') X (u + vi') 

= Ms X u + s X (Mv') + Mr'X u + Emiri' X vi'. (9) 
i 

Now s X (Mu) is the angular momentum about F of a mass M moving with 0 
and Emir/' X vi' is the angular momentum about and relative to 0. As r' is 
the vector from 0 to G, - r' is the vector from G to 0, and r' X (Mu) is the 
angular momentum, reversed in sign, of a mass M moving with 0 about G. 
Finally, s X (Mv') is the angular momentum about F of the relative linear 
momentum M1v' located at 0. Hence 

THEOREM 7. The angular momentum of a system may be written as the sum 
of FOUR terms: (a) the angular momentum about F of the mass of the system located 
at any moving point 0, (b) the relative angular momentum about 0, (c) the reversed 
angular momentum of the mass of the system located at 0 about, but not relative to, 
the center of gravity, (d) the angular momentum about F of the relative momentum 
considered as located at 0. 

If we take 0 = G, we have ' = O and v' = 0. Hence 
THEOREM 8. The angular momentum of a system about a fixed point F is the 

sum of the angular momentum of the mass of the system moving with the center of 
gravity and of the angular momentum about and relative to the center of gravity. 

Thus the use of the center of gravity serves to separate the translational and 
rotational parts of the motion for both angular momentum and kinetic energy. 

To compute the angular momentum of a rigid lamina we do not need Theorem 
7; we may apply the original definition (7) and its modification (8) which relates 
the angular momentum about two different points. For if the lamina has a 
motion of pure translation, we have A. M. = Mr X v, where r gives the position 
of the center of gravity and v is the velocity of any point. And if the lamina is 
rotating, the angular momentum about the instantaneous center is Iccon, where Ic 
is the moment of inertia about the center and n is a unit vector perpendicular to 
the plane; and the angular momentum about any point F is the sum of Icwn 
and the angular momentum about F of the linear momentum 11T located at C. 

In many cases, however, it is convenient to have an expression for the angular 
momentum about an arbitrary point F in terms of the motion of a point 0 fixed 
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in the lamina and of the motion relative to 0. This is given by (9), in which some 
reductions may now be made. The term 2miri' X vi' becomes I'wn. If 0 be 
the angle from the direction of s to that of u, the first term becomes M s u sin 0 n, 
where s and u are the magnitudes of the corresponding vectors. The relative 
velocity i' has the magnitude OGco, and a direction perpendicular to OG. If so 
be the angle from s to OG = r', the angle from s to v' is 900 + p, and the term 
Ms X ' reduces to MsOGw cos so n. If the angle from OG to u be A/, the term 
M' X u is MOGusin Vn. Hence 

A. M. = M(su sin 0 + k'2w + 0Gw8 cos < + OG u sin ), (9') 

where k'2 = I'/M and where the unit vector n has been thrown out. 
By introducing the instantaneous center C, we may write u = COco. The 

angle At from OG to u is connected with the angle it from CO to OG by the equation 
i" + At = 90?. Hence sin At = cos 't. Now CO cos it and s cos p = FO cos p 
are respectively the projections of CO and FO on OG. Hence 

A. M. = [M(su sin 0 + k'2w)] + [M OG c(proj. FO + proj. CO)]. (9") 

The first bracket contains the terms which we should find for the angular momen- 
tum of a lamina if we followed the kinematic resolution of the motion into a 
translation of any point and a rotation about that point. The second bracket 
contains the correction terms necessary for the correct dynamic result. 

As the sum of the projections is equal to the projection of the sum, we may 
form the vector OF + OC = R, which runs from 0 to the middle point of FC 
and as far again. The correction terms then reduce to - M OG X proj. R, the 
projection of R being along OG. This will vanish when R is perpendicular to 
OG, that is, when 0 lies on a circle with G and the middle point of FC as dia- 
metrically opposite points. Hence 

THEOREM 9. The kinematic resolution of the motion gives the correct result for 
the angular momentum about a point F when and only when the chosen point 0, 
fixed in the lamina, lies on a circle, passing through the center of gravity G and the 
middle point Q of the line joining the point F and the instantaneous center C, and 
having GQ as a diameter. 

THEOREM 10. If a point of reference 0 is fixed in the lamina, there are oo 
points F about which the angular momentum reduces to the sum of two terms, 
M(su sin 0 + k'2w), and the locus of these points ts a straight line perpendicular to 
OG and so placed that the segments CF from the instantaneous center to F are bisected 
by the perpendicular to OG at 0. 

This follows from the preceding theorem. 
For motion in space the condition s X ' + r' X u = 0, which reduces (9) 

to two terms, is a vector equation. The equivalent three scalar equations have in 
general three simultaneous solutions, of which one gives the center of gravity and 
the other two (which may be real or imaginary) are complicated and apparently 
without interest. The kinematic resolution is therefore of general dynamic value 
in space only when the point of reference is the center of gravity. 
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Forces and Moments. If forces. Fi act on the masses mi, we have 

dvi divi di 
Mdi Fi and Emi- = M t EF. (10) 

~~~dt dt t 
This is the theorem on the motion of the center of gravity. Also 

, miri Xdt= Eri X Fi, 
Hence 

, mISX dv + mir' X + miri' X d-t = s X Fi + Eri' X Fi 
or 

(dt\ , dt dt% s X ( M dt)+iMr'X dt+Zmiri' X ddt8 sX Fi + Eri'X F 

The first terms on the two sides cancel by (10). Hence 

Wlxdu dvi' (1 
M' Xdt+ Z miri' X d= ri X Fi. (11) 

But 

d(rit X t) = dt X vi'+ ri' Xdvi = rit X dvi' 
dt 'v~) dt XV + Xdtr%X dt 

Hence 

MP' X du+dE miri' X vi' = Eri' X Fi. (12) 

THEOREM 11. The moment of the forces about any point 0 is equal to the rate 
of change of angular momentum about and relative to 0 plus the mass of the system 
times the vector product of the relative coordinate r' = OG, of the center of gravity, 
and the acceleration of 0. 

This theorem is equally applicable to the plane and to space, to a rigid and 
to a non-rigid body. If there are internal actions and reactions between the 
particles of the system in the lines joining the particles, these actions and re- 
actions drop out. The theorem includes Huntington's theorems. We may 
state as corollaries: 

THEOREM 12. The moment of the (external) forces applied to the system is 
equal to the rate of change of angular momentum when and only when the point of 
reference (a) is the center of gravity, (b) is fixed in space, (c) is moving with a uniform 
velocity, or (d) has a vector acceleration passing through the center of gravity. 

THEOREM 13. If the system is a rigid lamina and the point of reference is 
fixed in the body and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12, then 

I' = moment of forces. (13) 

In the case of a rigid body in space the angular momentum is a- linear vector 
function (relative to axes fixed in the body) of the angular velocity regarded 
as a vector, and this must be considered in forming the equation corresponding 
to (13). 
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